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Operational Update on Measures Being Taken to Continue Servicing Our Customers
To all AmSpec customers:
Good day to you all. In these trying times, as the world continues to handle the COVID-19 Pandemic, there is
understandably a level of unease, fear and uncertainty about the future.
Like other companies, AmSpec has been fully engaged from the start in reacting to and preparing for the ever-changing
realities of COVID-19.
With the health and well-being of our staff paramount, AmSpec continues to monitor and be guided by
recommendations issued by CDC and WHO and is working diligently to provide the best possible service given the
extreme circumstances our company, and the world in general is facing right now.
The following represent some of the measures we have taken to limit the spread of the virus:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Activation of our Pandemic Preparedness Plan, creation of an Emergency Response Team and issuance of our
Business Continuity Plan
Daily company-wide updates and instructions to all employees
Enhanced cleaning and disinfecting protocols at all locations together with increased supplies of all required
cleaning products
Enforced practicing of social distancing and not allowing sick employees into the workplace
Elimination of unnecessary inter-office travel
Preparations to ensure continuing uninterrupted service from employees working remotely / on rotation

At the present time we remain operational on a global basis and are all working hard to continue serving your inspection
and analytical needs. While some of our global locations are dealing with total lockdowns, as an ‘Essential Service
Provider’ within a ‘Critical Infrastructure Industry’ we have made provisions to continue working during these
conditions.
Similar preparations have been made in all our global locations just in case the same restrictions are mandated within
other countries.
Even with our very best efforts, it is possible that circumstances beyond our control may result in deviations from our
customary service, but rest assured, if this does happen, we will continue to do everything we can to service your needs.
On behalf of all of us here at AmSpec I would like to thank you for your continued support and understanding. We
believe that by working together and recognizing that these are very unusual times, we will be able to overcome current
obstacles and start on the road back to normalcy.
Please feel free to contact COVID-19@amspecgroup.com if you have any questions.
Stay safe and know that together we will get through this.
Respectfully

Matthew J. Corr
CEO

